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Apache Cookbook: Solutions and Examples for Apache AdministratorsO'Reilly, 2008
There's plenty of documentation on installing and configuring the Apache web server, but where do you find help for the day-to-day stuff, like adding common modules or fine-tuning your activity logging? That's easy. The new edition of the Apache Cookbook offers you updated solutions to the problems you're likely to encounter with the new versions...
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TestNG Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Unit/Functional testing has now become part of every development life cycle. Junit was once the main framework that was used by developers for the purpose of Unit testing when it came to Java. But Junit had certain limitations in terms of execution and features. This book explains about the features and usage of TestNg, a new framework that...
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Securing HadoopPackt Publishing, 2013

	Implement robust end-to-end security for your Hadoop ecosystem


	Overview

	
		Master the key concepts behind Hadoop security as well as how to secure a Hadoop-based Big Data ecosystem
	
		Understand and deploy authentication, authorization, and data encryption in a Hadoop-based Big Data platform

...
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Using Samba (O'Reilly System Administration)O'Reilly, 1999
This book, which has been officially adopted by the Samba team under an open content license, is a comprehensive guide to Samba administration, including such recent additions as integration with Windows NT domains and the SWAT graphic configuration tool. 
 
Samba is a cross-platform triumph: it turns a Unix or Linux system into a file...
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Solidity Programming Essentials: A beginner's guide to build smart contracts for Ethereum and blockchainPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn the most powerful primary programming language for writing smart contracts and discover how to write, deploy, and test smart contracts in Ethereum

	
		Key Features

		
			Get up and running with the Solidity programming language
	
			Use Solidity as a scripting language to build...
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Network Security Hacks: Tips & Tools for Protecting Your PrivacyO'Reilly, 2006
In the fast-moving world of computers, things are always changing. Since the first edition of this strong-selling book appeared two years ago, network security techniques and tools have evolved rapidly to meet new and more sophisticated threats that pop up with alarming regularity. The second edition offers both new and...
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Snort for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Find out how to foil an attack on your network
    Choose the right way to deploy and configure Snort — no experience required!    

    Who knows what evil is poking around your network perimeter? Snort will sniff out worms, system crackers, and other bad guys, and this friendly guide helps you...
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SQL Server 2012 Data Integration Recipes: Solutions for Integration Services and Other ETL Tools (Expert's Voice in SQL Server)Apress, 2012

	SQL Server 2012 Data Integration Recipes provides focused and practical solutions to real world problems of data integration. Need to import data into SQL Server from an outside source? Need to export data and send it to another system? SQL Server 2012 Data Integration Recipes has your back. You'll find solutions...
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CCSP: Secure Intrusion Detection and SAFE Implementation Study Guide (642-531 and 642-541)Sybex, 2004
This Study Guide is an introduction to the Cisco security certification. It will help improve your
Cisco security skills so that you can have more opportunities for a better job or job security.
Security experience has been a hot job skill and it will continue to be because networks need
security. Cisco has been pushing further into...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2009

Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day administration of Exchange Server 2010. Zero in on core support and maintenance tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get the focused information you need to solve problems and get the job done—whether...
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Learning Puppet SecurityPackt Publishing, 2015

	Secure your IT environments with the powerful security tools of Puppet


	About This Book

	
		Pass a compliance audit by showing the concrete state of your systems using Puppet
	
		Secure your Puppet server to minimize risks associated with misconfigured installations using the gdsoperations/auditd...
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Microsoft Enterprise Library 5.0Packt Publishing, 2010

	Microsoft Enterprise Library is a collection of reusable software components (also known as Application Blocks) that are designed to assist developers with common enterprise development challenges. Before using an Application block, you should have a good understanding of your application requirements and of the scenarios that the Application...
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